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Abstract

Recently, significant progress has been made on seman-
tic segmentation. However, the success of supervised se-
mantic segmentation typically relies on a large amount of
labeled data, which is time-consuming and costly to ob-
tain. Inspired by the success of semi-supervised learning
methods for image classification, here we propose a sim-
ple yet effective semi-supervised learning framework for
semantic segmentation. We demonstrate that the devil is
in the details: a set of simple designs and training tech-
niques can collectively improve the performance of semi-
supervised semantic segmentation significantly. Previous
works [3, 25] fail to effectively employ strong augmenta-
tion in pseudo-label learning, as the large distribution dis-
parity caused by strong augmentation harms the batch nor-
malization statistics. We design a new batch normalization,
namely distribution-specific batch normalization (DSBN) to
address this problem and show the importance of strong
augmentation for semantic segmentation. Moreover, we de-
sign a self-correction loss, which is effective in terms of
noise resistance. We conduct a series of ablation studies
to show the effectiveness of each component. Our method
achieves state-of-the-art results in the semi-supervised set-
tings on the Cityscapes and Pascal VOC datasets.

1. Introduction
Semantic segmentation/pixel labelling is one of the core

tasks in visual understanding, which is widely used in scene
parsing, human body parsing, and many downstream appli-
cations. It is a per-pixel classification problem, which clas-
sifies each pixel in the image into a predefined set of cate-
gories. In the past few years, semantic segmentation meth-
ods based on deep convolution neural networks (CNNs)
have made tremendous progress [7,11]. Note that, the com-
mon prerequisite for all these successes is the availability
of a massive amount of pixel-level labeled data. Unfortu-
nately, labeling such datasets is very expensive and time-
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Figure 1 – Distribution mismatch of BN statistics between weak
augmentation and strong augmentation. Red and blue lines de-
note BN statistics trained with weak and strong data augmenta-
tion, respectively.

consuming, especially in dense prediction problems, such
as semantic segmentation.

Recent research reveals that semi-supervised learning
(SSL), which uses a large amount of unlabeled data to-
gether with a small amount of labeled data, is greatly bene-
ficial to classification [1, 2, 5, 6, 14, 28, 36]. These methods
can be grouped into consistency methods [1,2,28], pseudo-
labelling methods [36], representation learning [14]. A few
works attempted to apply SSL to semantic segmentation.
The naive student [3] uses a large model to generate the
pseudo-labels with unlabeled video sequences, and applies
iterative training for further improvement. They only con-
sider the pseudo-labels with the original input images with-
out perturbations. Recent work [25] considers adding per-
turbations to the images for semantic segmentation. They
forward images with different perturbations in different sub-
decoders and enforce the consistency between sub-decoders
and the main decoder. Other work pays attention to gen-
erative methods [17, 23, 29]. AdvSemiSeg [17] and the
work in [23] both employ Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) and train the model with a discriminative loss over
unlabeled data and a supervised loss over labeled data.

Here, we propose an effective and efficient framework
to apply SSL to semantic segmentation. We employ strong
augmentation to make better use of the unlabeled data. Pre-
vious works based on consistency learning [1, 6, 35] have
shown that adding noise in the procedure of learning, the
pseudo-labels help improve the performance in image clas-
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sification. Motivated by those works, we propose to apply
strong augmentation to semantic segmentation. However,
strong augmentation would inevitably affect the distribution
of mean and variance in the batch normalization (BN) as
shown in Figure 1. As a consequence, one needs to be care-
ful with computing the BN statistics in this scenario. This
may be the reason why strong augmentation was not used
in semi-supervised semantic segmentation [3]. Multiple
branch networks were employed to process different per-
turbations, as in [25]. In order to avoid the distribution shift
caused by strong data augmentations, we propose a simple
yet effective method, namely, the distribution-specific batch
normalization (DSBN). We forward the strongly augmented
data and the weakly-augmented data with different batch
statistics during training, and inference the model with the
batch statistics calculated by the weakly-augmented data.

Furthermore, as the teacher network may not perform
well under all situations, some unreliable regions may be
included in the generated pseudo-labels. Thus, directly
learning from all the pixels will inevitably introduce label
noise. Inspired by previous work in [32], which selects the
unreliable image-pairs, and exchanges the prediction with
the learning target to suppress the negative impact of label
noise, we design a new self-correction loss (SCL) and dy-
namically modify the weight and learning target for each
pixel for semantic segmentation.

Our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance on
the Cityscapes [7] and Pascal VOC datasets [11] under a
semi-supervised setting. Our main contributions are sum-
marized as follows.

• We propose an effective and efficient semi-supervised
learning framework for semantic segmentation. We
employ strong augmentation during training without
modifying the network structure, such as introducing
sub-networks.

• A distribution-specific batch normalization is proposed
to accommodate the discrepancy of data distribution
in a batch caused by strong data augmentation. Be-
sides, we design a self-training robust loss to alleviate
the negative impact of label noise. The loss function
is able to correct the noisy label to some extent, thus
resisting noise.

• We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach, including a comparison with state-of-the-
art methods, and an in-depth analysis of our approach
with a detailed ablation study in the semi-supervised
setting.

Next, we review some work relevant to ours.
Semi-supervised classification. Most previous works on
SSL focus on classification tasks. Current state-of-the-art
representative methods include consistency based methods
[1, 2, 28], Pseudo labeling [36] and representation learning
methods [5, 6, 14]. Consistency based methods exploit the

fact that the prediction of an unlabeled image should not
change significantly with minor perturbations. UDA [35]
and ReMixMatch [1] both use a weakly-augmented exam-
ple to generate an artificial label and enforce consistency
against strongly-augmented examples. FixMatch imple-
ments consistency training by applying strong (CutOut [10],
CTAugment [1], and RandAugment [8]) and weak data aug-
mentation to the inputs in both the unlabeled loss and the
pseudo label generation, thus encouraging the outputs to
be consistent for both augmented inputs. Pseudo label-
ing methods rely on the assumption that the pseudo-labels
generated by a teacher model can benefit the training of
new models. Noisy student training [36] is an iterative
self-training method in this category. The correspondence
among different transformations is employed for represen-
tation learning. Then a small amount of data is used to fine-
tune the model.
Semi-supervised semantic segmentation. Early meth-
ods use a GAN model in semi-supervised segmentation
[17, 23, 29], where an adversarial loss is trained on unla-
beled data. Consistency regularization based approaches
[13, 19, 21, 21, 25] have also been proposed recently, and
achieve promising results. They depend on the fact that un-
labeled data and labeled data have the same distribution,
so it expects the trained model to have consistent and reli-
able predictions for both the unlabeled data and the labeled
data. In these works, different unlabeled images under dif-
ferent transformations are used as the input to the model,
and consistency loss is enforced on the prediction mask of
the model. To date, self-training pushes the performance of
the state-of-the-art [3,41]. Note that none of them attempted
to solve the negative impact caused by noisy pseudo-labels.
Data augmentation. Data augmentation is an effective reg-
ularization technique. The basic policy of data augmen-
tation contains random flip, random crop, etc., which are
commonly used in training vision models. In addition, the
inception preprocess [30] is more sophisticated when the
input image color is randomly disturbed. Recently, Au-
toAugment [9] improves the inception preprocess for image
classification, using reinforcement learning to search for
the optimal combination of augmentation strategies. Ran-
dAugment [8] proposes a significantly reduced search space
which allows it to be trained on the target task and dataset,
thus removing the need for a separate proxy task or dataset.
All of these works tackle image classification. In this pa-
per, we propose to apply strong augmentation to semantic
segmentation.
Separated batch normalization layers. It was observed
in the literature that employment of a separated batch nor-
malization to process out-of-distribution samples can lead
to performance improvement. AdvProp [34] uses an aux-
iliary batch normalization for accommodating domain shift
coming from adversarial examples, which are proposed for
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more effective adversarial training in the context of super-
vised image-level classification. We are inspired by this
approach but employ an auxiliary batch normalization to
process strongly augmented training samples which exhibit
different statistics from that of the weakly augmented sam-
ples. Split-BN [38], which shares β and γ parameters, is
proposed for class mismatch and image distortions of un-
labeled datasets. TransNorm [31] is designed for unsuper-
vised domain adaptation. TransNorm calculates α for a dif-
ferent domain. Here, our motivation is to solve the negative
impact of BN statistics discrepancy caused by strong aug-
mentation in image segmentation tasks.
Robust loss functions for training with noisy data. A
few works pay attention to the loss function for learning
with noisy labels, and achieve improved results. The gen-
eralized cross-entropy [39] was proposed to achieve the ad-
vantages of both mean absolute error (MAE) and categor-
ical cross-entropy losses (CCE). Inspired by the symmetry
of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the symmetric cross-
entropy [32] was proposed by combining a noise tolerance
term, namely reverse cross-entropy loss, with the standard
CCE loss. Nevertheless, since semantic segmentation is a
pixel-level classification task, directly applying these meth-
ods to segmentation, which are designed for image-level
classification, is unlikely to yield satisfactory results.

2. Our Method

2.1. Semi-supervised Semantic Segmentation

In this section, we introduce our simple semi-supervised
learning framework for semantic segmentation. Different
from CCT [25], which needs to design auxiliary decoders
for different perturbations, our method can be applied to
any existing segmentation network.

Given a small set of labeled training examples and a large
set of unlabeled training examples, the small set of labeled
training examples are exploited to train an initial teacher
model using the standard cross-entropy loss. We then use
the teacher model to generate pseudo-labels on the unla-
beled images with a test-time augmentation. Following the
Naive student method [3], we only generate hard pseudo-
labels, i.e., one-hot vectors. Then, we train a student model
with strong augmentation to make better use of the unla-
beled data. Thus, the data distribution in a batch is disturbed
by the strong augmentation process, causing mismatch to
that of the samples processed by weak/standard augmenta-
tion. Here, we propose the distribution-specific batch nor-
malization (DSBN) to alleviate the negative impact of this
batch distribution mismatch. Moreover, motivated by the
symmetric cross entropy [32], in order to learn with poten-
tially noisy labels, we develop a new loss function, namely,
self-correction loss (SCL). SCL is used to accommodate
learning with noisy labels. Finally, as in [3], we iterate the

process by putting back the student as a teacher to generate
new pseudo-labels and train a new student.

Strong data augmentation for semantic segmentation
(SDA). While augmentation strategies for supervised and
semi-supervised image classification were extensively stud-
ied [1, 9, 28, 35], much less effort has been made for se-
mantic segmentation. We apply random augmentation to
semantic segmentation. As illustrated in Figure 2, we build
a pool of operations, which contains 16 image transforma-
tion methods. At each training iteration, we randomly se-
lect a series of operations from the pool, and then combine
them with standard transformations of semantic segmenta-
tion (random scale, random crop, random flip, etc.).

2.2. Distribution-Specific Batch Normalization

As mentioned in some previous works [4, 27, 40], batch
normalization (BN) is crucial for semantic segmentation.
BN computes the mini-batch mean (µB) and standard de-
viation (σB) [18], formulated in Equation (1). Then, as
shown in Equation (2), BN uses a learnable scale (γ) and
shift (β) parameter to transform the normalized distribution.
Meanwhile, moving mean and moving variance are updated
by Equation (3). In the testing phase, BN uses the moving
mean and moving variance for whitening input activations.
However, strong augmentations are likely to shift the distri-
bution of natural images and lead to a domain gap between
training images and testing images. Thus, the moving mean
and moving variance calculated during the training phase
would harm the testing performance. To deal with this is-
sue, we propose the distribution-specific batch normaliza-
tion (DSBN). Specifically, we have two separate BNs: BNw

for samples of weak/standard augmentation; and BNs for

Transforms = [’contrast gamma’, ’contrast linear’, ’
brightness’, ’brightness channel’, ’equalize’, ’
hsv’, ’invert channel’, ’blur’,’noise gau’, ’
noise pos’, ’Channel shuffle’, ’dropout’, ’
coarse dropout’, ’multiply’, ’salt pepper’, ’
solarize’, ’jpeg compression’]

Basic transforms = [’random scale’, ’random flip’, ’
random crop’, ’Normalization’]

# data augmentation func
def SDA(N):
""" Generate a set of distortions.

Args:
N: Num. of augment. transform. to apply

sequentially
"""

sampled ops = np.random.choice(Transforms, N)
return sampled ops + Basic transforms

Figure 2 – Python code for Strong Data Augmentation in
Numpy.
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Figure 3 – Distribution-Specific Batch Normalization (DSBN).
During the training phase, images with strong augmentation are
passed through BNs, while images with weak augmentation are
passed through standard BNw. During the test phase, BNs is
discarded.

samples of strong augmentation (see Figure 3). In the train-
ing phase, if a data sample comes from pseudo-labels, then
BNs is used in the forward; otherwise, BNw is used. In the
testing phase, the BNs is deprecated, and only the BNw is
used for normalization:

µB = 1
m

m∑
i=1

xi; σB =
[

1
m

m∑
i=1

(xi − µB)
2 + ε

]0.5
, (1)

yi = γ
(xi − µB)

σB
+ β, (2)

µt+1 = αµt + (1− α)µt+1,

σt+1 = ασt + (1− α)σt+1.
(3)

2.3. Self-correction Loss

Previous work [32] has shown that cross-entropy loss
masks the model overfit to noisy labels on some easier
classes and under learning on some harder classes in im-
age classification. As semantic segmentation is a per-pixel
classification problem, similar challenges also exist. More-
over, in the semi-supervised learning framework, the learn-
ing targets are pseudo-labels, which may contain unreliable
regions caused by the limited capacity of the current teacher
model.

To avoid overfitting to the noise contained in the pseudo-
labels, we propose a Self-Correction Loss (SCL) for seman-
tic segmentation. It assigns an adaptive weight by the con-
fidence of the network output to each pixel during the train-
ing phase. Besides, we apply a noise-robust term Reverse
Cross Entropy [32] to the unreliable regions. Different from
previous work, which chooses the reversed learning pairs
by fixed confidence from human heuristics, we dynamically
change the learning targets by comparing the output of the
student network and the teacher network.

As shown in Equation (4) (i is the location index), y∗
i de-

notes the prediction of a pixel, yi denotes the pseudo-label
generated by the teacher, and wi represents the dynamic
weight which is the largest activation after softmax among
all c classes (refer to Equation (5)). We use the prediction to

automatically adjust the confidence during training. If the
confidence is very high, we adopt positive learning. If the
confidence is very low, we believe that the pseudo-label for
this pixel is unreliable. Thus, reverse learning is applied. In
addition, SCL is only applied to pseudo-labels:

`i = wi · yi log(y
∗
i ) + (1− wi) · y∗

i log(yi), (4)

wi = max(
exp(y∗i0)∑c
j=0 exp(y

∗
ij)
, ...,

exp(y∗ic)∑c
j=0 exp(y

∗
ij)

). (5)

3. Experiments
In this section, we first report the implementation details.

Then we perform a series of ablation experiments, and ana-
lyze the results in detail. Finally, we report our results com-
pared with other state-of-the-art methods.

3.1. Implementation Details

Training. Our implementation is built on Pytorch [26].
Following previous work [4], we use the “poly” learn-
ing rate policy, where the base learning rate is multiplied
by (1 − iter/itermax)

power. The initial learning rate is
set to 0.01, and power is set to 0.9. We train the net-
work using mini-bath stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
We employ the crop size of 769 × 769 on Cityscapes with
DeepLabv3Plus [4]. More details are the same as [4]. In
the addition study, following [4,20,33,37,40], we adopt the
mean Intersection of Union (mIoU) as the evaluation met-
rics.
Data augmentation. Following [4], we use mean subtrac-
tion, and apply data augmentation by random resize be-
tween 0.5 and 2 and random left-right mirror during ini-
tialization training. In the semi-supervised learning phrase,
we use strong augmentation for improving the performance
of self-training.
Datasets. Following [3], We conduct the main experi-
ments and ablation studies on the Cityscapes dataset [7].
This large-scale data set contains different stereo video se-
quences recorded in 50 different urban street scenes. In ad-
dition to 20k weak annotation frames, there are 5, 000 high-
quality pixel level annotation frames, in which, 2, 975; 500
and 1, 525 were used for training, validation and testing.
In addition, there are 20k images with rough annotations,
namely train-coarse. We randomly subsample 1/8, 1/4, and
1/2 of images in the standard training set to construct the
pixel-level labeled data. The remaining images in the train-
ing set are used as unlabeled data.

At last, we report our results on the Pascal VOC 2012
dataset [11], which contains 21 classes including back-
ground. The standard Pascal VOC 2012 dataset has 1, 449
images as the training set and 1, 456 images as the valida-
tion set. We construct 1, 449 images as the pixel-level la-
beled data. The images in the augmented set [15] (around
9k images), are used as unlabeled data.
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Model s.t. SDA DSBN SCL iter. mIoU-1/8 (%) mIoU-1/4 (%) mIoU-1/2 (%) mIoU-Full (%)

Deeplabv3plus 68.9 73.4 76.9 78.7
Deeplabv3plus X 71.2 76.2 78.0 79.5
Deeplabv3plus X X 71.3 76.3 78.2 79.7
Deeplabv3plus X X X 72.3 76.9 78.7 80.0
Deeplabv3plus X X X X 72.8 77.4 78.7 80.4
Deeplabv3plus X X X X X 74.1 77.8 78.7 80.5

Table 1 – Ablation study on the proposed semi-supervised learning framework. The model here is Deeplabv3plus with Xception65
backbone. ‘s.t.’ denotes self-training with pseudo-labels without strong augmentation. ‘SDA’ means the strong data augmentation.
‘DSBN’ means the distribution specify batch normalization. ‘SCL’ is the proposed self correction loss. ‘iter.’ represents iterative
training. The results are evaluated on the validation set with the single-scale input. ‘mIoU-1/n’ means that we use 1/n labeled data and
the remaining images in the training set are used as unlabeled data. ‘mIoU-Full’ means that we use all the labeled data in the training
set, and the train-coarse are employed as the unlabeled dataset.

3.2. Ablation Study

In this subsection, we conduct the experiments to explore
the effectiveness of each proposed module under different
semi-supervised settings. First, we establish the baseline
for our experiments. We evaluate DeepLabv3Plus based on
Xception65 with cross entropy on the validation set. Fol-
lowing [3,36], self training adopts the baseline model as the
teacher model and the teacher model generates pseudo la-
bels on the unlabeled dataset, then the student model which
is not smaller than the teacher model is trained on pseudo
labels and original labeled images. We use the scales in-
cluding 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 1.75 and flip for the remaining
images to generate pseudo labels. For fair comparison and
quick training, the student model is the same model initial-
ized by the teacher model. The main results are shown in
Table 1, and we will give detail discussions on each module
in the following sections. All the ablation study are con-
ducted on Cityscapes.

3.2.1 Different semi-supervised settings

We follow previous works [13, 17, 29] to divide the train
set into labeled data and unlabeled data according to dif-
ferent proportions. We use 1/8, 1/4, and 1/2 of the training
dataset as labeled data and other images as the unlabeled
data. The evaluation results are shown in Table 1 as mIoU-
1/8, mIoU-1/4, mIoU-1/2, respectively. From the Table 1, we
can see that our algorithm can effectively improve the per-
formance by 5.2%, 4.4%, 1.8%, 1.8%, respectively. When
the total number of labeled data and unlabeled data does not
change, the semi-supervised learning framework will have a
larger improvement, if we have less labeled images. In the
meantime, the final results will be better if we have more
high-quality labeled images. We can also see that only half
the amount of labeled data with the help of proposed semi-
supervised learning framework can achieve the same results
(mIoU of 78.7%) as we use all labeled training data with su-
pervised learning (row 1 and column 10).

When the total number of available data increases, semi-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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73.1 73.1
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Figure 4 – Different ratios of unlabeled data to labeled data.

supervised learning will play a more valuable role. We use
all high-quality labeled data in the training set as the la-
beled data and employ the train-coarse as unlabeled data to
conduct the experiment, and the evaluation results are re-
ferred to as mIoU-Full in Table 1. We can see that under a
strong baseline with large amount of labeled data, if extra
unlabeled data can be obtained, the performance will be fur-
ther improved with the proposed semi-supervised learning
framework.

In practical applications, labeled data is often limited,
but unlabeled data is easy to obtain. To explore the impact
of increasing the ratio of unlabeled data in the training set.
We fix the labeled data as 1/8 of the training set, and increase
the number of the unlabeled data. The results are shown in
Figure 4. From Figure 4, we can see that increasing ratios
of the unlabeled data to the labeled data would improve the
results, but the growth trend of the performance is gradually
flattening limited by the capacity of the initial teacher model
trained on the fixed labeled data. The performance even
slightly drops if too many unlabeled images are introduced
during training.
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3.2.2 Impact of the strong augmentation

In this section, we will show the impact of the proposed
strong augmentation and the DSBN. First, as shown in Ta-
ble 1, we compare the results of the naive self-training and
the self-training combined with strong augmentation and
the proposed DSBN. Although self-training can improve
the performance over the baseline, self training directly uses
pseudo labels that makes the network difficult to learn and
introduces noise, as discussed in Section 2. Meanwhile, in
the case of only using strong augmentation, there is no sig-
nificant improvement in performance. On the contrary, our
method performs favorably against naive self training with
strong augmentation and DSBN. In particular, compared
with naive self training, our method improves the mIoU by
1.1%, 0.7%, 0.7% and 0.5% based on DeepLabv3Plus. In
the following sections, we analyze the distribution of the
BN statistics, and then we compare the strong augmenta-
tion with different BN settings. Finally, we provided some
discussions on how does the strong augmentation work with
ground truth labels and the pseudo labels.
Visualization of the BN statistics. To verify our statement
that the distribution of the BN will be affect by the strong
augmentation, we show the statistics of BN training with
strong augmentation input images and the weakly augmen-
tation input images. The visualization results can be found
in Figure 1.

The distribution of the mean and variance obtained from
the whole training statistics deviates from the test set after
adding strong augmentation. As shown in Figure 1, we cal-
culate the distribution of the mean and the variance of the
BN with the weakly augmentation and the strong augmen-
tation. The blue line denotes the distribution of the BN with
weakly augmentation, while the red line represents the BN
with strong augmentation. We can see that strong augmen-
tation has changed the distribution of BN statistics, which
may lead to a domain gap. We think this is the reason why
strong augmentation has not brought much performance im-
provement, as shown in Table 1.
Impact of the DSBN. To show the effectiveness of pro-
posed DSBN, we conduct experiments to compare three dif-
ferent BN settings as follows:

• Trainable BN: the mean and the variance are updated
during training with both weak augmentation data and
strong augmentation data.

• Fixed BN: the mean and the variance are fixed during
training, and initialized with the pre-trained weights
from the ImageNet classification.

• DSBN: different mean and the variance are updated
during training for weak augmentation data and strong
augmentation data, separately.

The baseline model is DeepLabV3Plus trained with 1/8 la-
beled data on the training set. The other 7/8 images are

used as the unlabeled dataset in the semi-supervised learn-
ing. The results are shown in Table 2. We can see that with
the proposed DSBN, the performance can be improved by
0.7%, which indicates the DSBN can help to solve the neg-
ative effect caused by the strong augmentation.
Discussions. To further understand the impact of the strong
augmentation and DSBN on different data groups, we apply
strong augmentation to only ground truth labels and pseudo
labels.

• 1/8 ground truth. We train the model with only 1/8 im-
ages of the training dataset with corresponding ground
truth labels.

• Full-ground truth. We train the model with all images
of the training dataset with corresponding ground truth
labels.

• 7/8 pseudo labels. We train the model with 7/8 images
of the training dataset with corresponding pseudo la-
bels.

For each settings, we apply weekly augmentation, strong
augmentation and DSBN during training. The experiment
results are shown in Table 3. We can see that under the
fully supervised settings, the strong augmentation can not
bring extra improvements. Meanwhile, when applying to
the unlabeled data with pseudo labels, the mIOU improved
by 0.8%. These observations indicate that improvements
under semi-supervised settings are not come from extra im-
age transformation types on labeled data, but benefit from
make further use of unlabeled data with strong augmenta-
tions. From Table 3, we also find that the DSBN can con-
tribute to the training. In addition, to our knowledge, this is
the first time to apply the strong augmentation to semantic
segmentation under fully-supervised setting, and improve-
ment is observed.

3.2.3 Impact of the self-correction loss

To further improve the performance and reduce the impact
of noise, we employ a self correction loss (SCL). From Ta-
ble 1, we can see that the proposed SCL will play a more im-
portant role when the pseudo labels contain more noise. The
teacher model trained with a limited labeled dataset may get
less useful knowledge, and can not generalize well on unla-
beled dataset. Thus, the level of the noise is higher than that

Baseline mIoU (%)
ST 71.2
ST + SDA + Trainable BN 71.3
ST + SDA + Fixed BN 71.6
ST + SDA + DSBN 72.3

Table 2 – Ablation study for different batch normalization meth-
ods.
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Methods mIoU (%)
Training with ground-truth labels

1/8-ground truth 68.9
1/8-ground truth + SDA 68.6
1/8-ground truth + SDA + DSBN 69.5
Full-ground truth 78.7
Full-ground truth + SDA 78.7
Full-ground truth + SDA + DSBN 79.2

Training with pseudo-labels
7/8-pseudo labels 70.6
7/8-pseudo labels + SDA 71.4
7/8-pseudo labels + SDA + DSBN 72.5

Table 3 – Effect of the strong augmentation on different data.
We apply the strong augmentation to the baselines trained with
only labeled data, and only unlabeled data with pseudo-labels,
separately.

training on more labeled data. When we train with 1/8 or 1/4
labeled images, the SCL can improve the mIoU by 0.5%.

Furthermore, we show the mIoU during the training
phase with and without the proposed SCL in Figure 5.
When training without the SCL, the result will be divergent
quickly. On the contrary, the result is relatively stable.

0 5000 10000 15000 20000
Training iterations

0

20

40

60

80

m
Io
U

Figure 5 – This curve shows the validation mIoU w.r.t. the num-
ber of iterations during training. The green line represents the
SCE loss [32]. In addition, we set the same ratio between CE
and RCE. The red line represents our proposed loss with the
same initial weights as the SCE loss.

3.2.4 Impact of iterative training

Following Naive Students [3], we also test the impact of
the iterative training in our semi-supervised learning frame-
work. Table 1 has shown that the iteration training will be-
come less useful if more labeled data can be obtained. Be-
cause the initial teacher model trained with more labeled
data can already produce satisfactory pseudo labels. We
show the change of the performance for the number of iter-
ations in Figure 6. The baseline model is DeepLabV3Plus

1 2 3 4
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Figure 6 – The performance of the DeepLabV3Plus under dif-
ferent number of iterations.

Method Model 1/8 1/4 1/2 Full
AdvSemiSeg [17] DeepLabV2 58.8 62.3 65.7 66.0

S4GAN + MLMT [23] DeepLabV2 59.3 61.9 - 65.8
CutMix [13] DeepLabV2 60.3 63.87 - 67.7

DST-CBC [12] DeepLabV2 60.5 64.4 - 66.9
ClassMix [24] DeepLabV2 61.4 63.6 66.3 66.2

ECS [22] DeepLabv3Plus 67.4 70.7 72.9 74.8
Baseline DeepLabV2 60.6 66.7 69.3 70.1

Ours DeepLabV2 67.6 69.3 70.7 70.1
Baseline DeepLabV3Plus 68.9 73.4 76.9 78.7

Ours DeepLabV3Plus 74.1 77.8 78.7 78.7

Table 4 – Compared with state-of-the-art methods on the
Cityscapes val set. Here ‘1/n’ means that we use 1/n labeled
data and the remaining images in the training set are used as
unlabeled data.

trained with 1/8 labeled images. We can see that more itera-
tions indeed help improve the performance, but the growth
trend of the performance is gradually flattening.

Visualization results Several visualization results are
shown in Figure 7. We can see that the baseline and self-
training can not well separate the objects (especially large-
size objects such as bus, truck, train, sidewalk) completely
while ours corrects these errors. Our method also performs
well on these small-size object classes, such as pole and bi-
cycle, compared to the baseline model and self-training.

3.3. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

Cityscapes. We conduct the comparison experiments with
other state-of-the-art algorithms on the Table 4. To make
a fair comparison, we also apply our proposed framework
to DeepLabV2 following [17]. In particular, DeepLabV2
is based on ResNet-101 initialized with the pre-trained
weights on ImageNet classification. The proposed frame-
work achieves 67.6%, 69.3%, 70.7% with DeepLabV2
and 74.1%, 77.8%, 78.7% with DeepLabV3Plus, respec-
tively, which performs favorably against previous state-of-
the-art methods. More details of ablation studies of with
DeepLabV2 can be found in the supplementary materials.
Pascal VOC. We follow DeepLabV3Plus [4] training de-
tails with the 513×513 crop size on Pascal VOC [11]. Ta-
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(a) Image (b) Baseline (c) ST (d) Ours (e) GT

Figure 7 – Qualitative results on the Cityscapes dataset. The baseline method is trained with 1/8 of all labeled images. ‘ST’ represents
the self-training trained with 7/8 pseudo-labels without our methods. ‘Ours’ is our framework with 1/8 labelled data. The proposed
semi-supervised approach produces improved results compared to the baseline and the naive self training. We highlight the details in
yellow boxes.

Method Model mIoU
GANSeg [29] VGG16 64.1

AdvSemSeg [17] ResNet-101 68.4
CCT [25] ResNet-50 69.4

PseudoSeg [42] ResNet-101 73.2
Ours ResNet-101 75.0
Ours Xception-65 79.3

Fully supervised ResNet-101 78.3
Fully supervised Xception-65 79.2

Table 5 – Comparison with state-of-the-art on the Pascal VOC
val set (w/ unlabeled data). We use the official training set (1.4k)
as labeled data, and the augmented set (9k) as unlabeled data.

ble 5 lists the performance results of other state-of-the-art
methods and ours. We adopt the single-scale testing on
our experiments. In order to make a fair comparison, we
did experiments under different backbones. Our framework
achieves 75.0% mIoU based on Resnet-101 [16] and 79.3%
mIoU based on Xception-65 [4], which outperforms the
PseudoSeg [42] by 1.8%. At the same time, we find that
our results based on Xception-65 can achieve the same per-
formance as that of the fully supervised setting. In addition,
we find that the improvement of iterative training on Pascal
VOC is limited, which might be due to the small number of
samples.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we construct a simple semi-supervised

learning framework for semantic segmentation. It employs

strong augmentation with distribution-specific batch nor-
malization, together with pseudo-label learning. In par-
ticular, DSBN can effectively avoid the BN statistics shift
caused by strong augmentation. Meanwhile, we have also
designed a self-correction loss, which effectively alleviates
the label noises introduced by pseudo labeling. Quanti-
tative and qualitative comparisons show that the proposed
method performs favorably against recent state-of-the-art
semi-supervised approaches.
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